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IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR TEACHERS
PROGRAM REGISTRATION

• Registration opens at 9:00AM Tuesday, September 3rd and closes Friday, September 13th at 11:59PM.

• Each teacher may enroll up to 50 students.

• Students may attend ONE program during ArtPrize 2013. The remaining tour is self-guided.

• Programs times are filled on a first-come, first-served basis.

BUSING REIMBURSEMENT
• ONE transportation grand will be awarded per school, until all funding is distributed.

•  Forms can be filled out online at www.artprize.org/education. Just click on the Transportation 

Reimbursement link. This link will be active September 3rd

INCLUSION
This year many of our programs will be labeled “inclusion” meaning we will welcome special education 

classrooms as well as general education classes. Before the program takes place, information will be sent to all 

classes involved to further explain what they can expect. All of these venues will provide a quiet room for 

students to use if necessary.

BUSING
•  Teachers may apply for a transportation grant of up to $100 per school. Forms are online at  

http://www.artprize.org/education. Just click on the Transportation Reimbursement link, active  

starting September 3rd.

•  Students may be unloaded at a venue. All buses must park at the Gerald R. Ford Presidential Museum Parking 

Area OR the City lot behind the Van Andel Arena, underneath the highway.

•  School groups can ride the Rapid, our public transportation in Grand Rapids, for only 25¢ a person! You must 

contact the Rapid ahead of time to schedule your trip. www.ridetherapid.org or 616.456.7415

CHAPERONES
Chaperones must supervise and accompany their students at all times. Classroom teachers and chaperones 

are responsible for ensuring the students behave appropriately during their field trip. We require one 

chaperone for every 10 participating students.

VENUE ETIQUETTE
• Food and drink CANNOT be brought into the venues.

•  School backpacks are NOT allowed in the venues. Please leave them at school or on the bus. Small bags and 

purses are fine.

• Please silence all cell phones inside venues.

• Flash photography is NOT permitted inside venues. 

•DO NOT TOUCH the artwork (both inside and outside).

LUNCH
Participating venues do not have the space to accommodate your school during lunchtime. Please feel free to 

bring a sack lunch and eat outside. Don’t forget to pick up your trash!  
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR TEACHERS (CONTINUED)

CAR/VAN PARKING
There are a variety of parking structures located in downtown Grand Rapids. In addition, there is metered 

parking on the street (most metered parking is limited to 1 – 3 hours, and is strictly enforced). The parking 

garage on Louis St. and Ionia St. offers one hour of free parking before 6pm. 

ACCESSIBILITY
All participating venues are fully accessible and meet the Americans for Disabilities Act guidelines. 

VIDEOTAPING AND PHOTOGRAPHY
Videotaping and photography will take place at some venues. If you or your students do not wish to be 

recorded, please avoid these areas. They will be clearly marked.

WEATHER
You will spend some of the day outside, so be prepared for inclement weather. Bring your umbrella if it  

looks like rain.

AUDIO GUIDES
If you see this graphic next to an artist’s name, it means that the artist has recorded an interpretive statement 

about his/her work. We encourage you to use your cell phones to dial the phone number that is listed and 

listen directly to the artist.

CANCELLATIONS
If you are unable to make your scheduled program, PLEASE contact the venue to cancel. This information can 

be found on your Eventbrite confirmation email. 
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A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.I.

A. Gerald R. Ford Presidential Museum 

 303 Pearl Street Northwest .............. (616) 254–0400

B. Grand Rapids Art Museum  

 101 Monroe Center. ..................................(616) 831–1000

C. Grand Rapids Children’s Museum 

 11 Sheldon Avenue Northeast ............(616) 235–4726 

D. Grand Rapids Public Library 

 111 Library Street Northeast .............. (616) 988–5400

E. Grand Rapids Public Museum 

 272 Pearl Street Northwest ................(616) 456–3977

F. Grand Valley State University 

 401 Fulton Street West ........................(616) 331–5000

G. Kendall College of Art and Design of Ferris State University  

 17 Fountain Street Northwest .............(616) 451–2787

H. St. Cecilia Music Center 

 24 Ransom Avenue Northeast ......... (616) 459–2224

I. Urban Institute for Contemporary Arts 

 2 West Fulton......................................... (616) 454–7000

EDUCATION PARTNERS MAP AND CONTACT INFORMATION
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WHAT IS ARTPRIZE?
ARTPRIZE FACTS 2013 
The ArtPrize® event is a 19-day international art competition, open to any artist and decided by public vote, 

promoting critical dialogue and collaboration throughout the year. The top prize, which is decided by public 

vote, is $200,000. Additionally, a panel of international arts professionals decides a $100,000 Juried Grand 

Prize. All prizes combined total $560,000, creating the world’s largest art competition.

ArtPrize is a radically open platform that is all-inclusive, based on these principles: anyone can be an artist, a 

venue, a sponsor or a critic. We enable conversations about ideas and encourage experimentation of urban 

spaces. The ArtPrize organization doesn’t select artists and we don’t select venues. We don’t know where the 

dialog is going or what it will do; because its success is built upon each person’s ability to define his or her 

own concept within the ArtPrize framework.

ARTSTART: THE ONLINE COMPETITION FOR YOUTH
WHAT IS IT?
 ArtPrize is giving young people the spotlight they deserve! This competition is strictly for individuals under 

the age of 18. All artwork will be created as a reaction to your ArtPrize experience and include three “ArtPrize 

Elements” such as ArtPrize registered works of art, or ArtPrize themes such as “the public vs. the juried vote.” 

Anyone under the age of 18 can enter! The competition is open to individuals, school groups, and families. 

HOW DO I ENTER? 
This competition will be entirely online. Just snap a picture or upload a video to YouTube and email it to our 

Education Team (education@artprize.org). All mediums are welcome from video to short stories, 

photography, painting, drawing, and sculpture.

WHO WINS? 
ArtStart is a juried award. A committee will select the winners by grade level. Everyone who makes the Top  

10 will be awarded a gift that encourages him or her to continue making art. The winners will be announced 

during the Public Vote Top 10 Announcement on September 29.

For more information, including a “How To” video created by our ArtPrize Education Youth Advisory 

Committee: visit www.artprize.org/education.

ENTRIES WILL BE ACCEPTED FROM SEPTEMBER 18 – SEPTEMBER 26

TOTAL PUBLIC VOTE 
$360,000

TOTAL JURIED 
AWARDS $200,000

PUBLIC VOTE 
4TH–10TH PLACE
$5,000 EACH

JURIED  
GRAND PRIZE

$100,000  

PUBLIC VOTE  
3RD PLACE

$50,000  

PUBLIC VOTE  
2ND PLACE

$75,000  

PUBLIC VOTE  
1ST PLACE

$200,000  
3-D JURIED  
$20,000

TIME-BASED JURIED  
$20,000 

2-D JURIED  
$20,000

URBAN SPACE JURIED  
$20,000

VENUE JURIED  
$20,000 
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WELCOME ARTPRIZE 2013!
WHAT IS ART? 
Well, there is no right or wrong answer to this question. In fact, as you utilize this packet and continue to 

observe and discuss art, there will be no right or wrong answers at all!

Before you begin on your self-guided tour, we ask that you please, refrain from reading artist statements and 

bios until AFTER you go through the following activities. While artist statements are very interesting and 

helpful, we don’t want to undervalue the importance of your individual perception and interpretation of a work 

of art. Your impression is just as important as what the artist says in his or her statement/bio.

Now, let’s try some questions that will jump-start the brain and get the creative juices flowing.

 What is art?

 What is an artist?

 Are you an artist? If so, what makes you an artist?

Next we’re going to look at a number of pieces (see page 5). Here’s the general outline of how we’re going to 

view and discuss each piece.

First, we’re going to take two minutes to silently observe the piece. There may be one or two questions to 

ponder while we are participating in quiet observation

Next we’ll ask a couple of questions:

 What do you see or hear? Describe EVERYTHING!

 What was missed?

 What do you see/hear differently after looking at/listening to this work for two minutes?

Now we’ll discuss in greater detail

 How would you describe this piece?

 What is happening?

We’ll continue to reflect on the piece

 What is the mood of the piece?

 What was the artist trying to convey?

 What is the story?

Lastly we’ll ask everyone to relate to the piece on a personal level

 How is this like your everyday life?

 What does it make you think of?

 Do you see/hear it differently now than you first saw it?

After this last discussion, we’ll relate the discussion back to the artist statement or bio. Chances are you  

will realize that you’ve touched on some of the points that the artist makes about his or her piece.
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ARTPRIZE & THE EAMES OFFICE 
AT GRAND RAPIDS PUBLIC MUSEUM  272 PEARL ST NW

CHAIR CAMP
Grades K–4

9/24/13 

Session One: 10:00AM – 11:30AM (inclusion) 

Session Two: 12:00PM – 1:30PM (inclusion) 

250 students per session

FEATURED EDUCATOR
CARLA HARTMAN
Chair Camp is a program designed by Carla Hartman, Education Director of the Eames Office and granddaughter 

of Charles and Ray Eames. Ms. Hartman will begin Chair Camp with a lecture about design. She will show 

examples of chairs, both typical and rare, and ask the students to think about chairs in an entirely new way. 

Carla will interact with 1,500 students during six Chair Camp sessions. Groups will be divided into 250 students 

at a time and lessons will be based on the educational level and ability of the children. ArtPrize volunteers will 

be available to give the students ideas and help them create their chairs. 

Through this program, ArtPrize is working with Learning from Scratch, a non-profit organization that collects 

scrap materials from companies across West Michigan. They provide the recycled materials that the students 

will use to embellish a simple 6”, black die-cut chair.

After the program, students’ chairs will remain on display at the Grand Rapids Public Museum for the duration 

of ArtPrize. Chairs will then be returned to the schools for the students to collect and enjoy. 

KEY CONCEPTS
The educational goal of Chair Camp is to have students design something different from what they might have 

created the day before, and to see the uncommon beauty in a common object.

Grades 5–8

9/25/13 

Session One: 10:00AM – 11:30AM (inclusion) 

Session Two: 12:00PM – 1:30PM (inclusion) 

250 students per session

Continued on page 10
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ARTPRIZE & THE EAMES OFFICE 
AT GRAND RAPIDS PUBLIC MUSEUM CONTINUED

CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES:
Discuss the idea of collaboration and teamwork. How many people does it take to design a chair?

What kinds of skills are necessary to design everyday objects? What skills did Charles and Ray have that 

helped them to be successful designers?

Discuss the idea of proportions and how math can be used in art and design.

Watch and discuss one of the following videos: 

• America Meets Charles and Ray Eames 11:29 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IBLMoMhlAfM

 • PBS’s American Master’s: The Architect and the Painter 1:25:10  

http://www.pbs.org/wnet/americanmasters/episodes/charles–ray–eames–the–architect–and–the–painter/

watch–the–full–documentary–film/1950/

VOCABULARY:
Design:  n: A framework on which an artist bases the formal organization of his or her total work. 

v: To create, construct, or execute according to a plan.

Proportion: The harmonious relation of parts to the whole. 

Craftsmanship: Aptitude, skill, or manual dexterity in the use of tools and materials. Also the attitude of a 

worker toward her or his materials and quality of product. It also embraces the idea of artful choices.

ART STANDARDS
ART.VA.I.K - 3  

Compare the use of various materials to communicate ideas and sensory experiences in an artwork.

ART.VA.II.K - 3  

Create artwork that aesthetically and creatively conveys an idea.

ART.VA.IV.K - 3  

Recognize how the available materials and processes in a particular time or place can influence the art that is 

created.

ART.VA.I.4 - 6  

Incorporate the elements of art and principles of design to communicate ideas.

ART.VA.IV.4 - 6  

Compare and contrast works of art as belonging to particular cultures, times, and places.

ART.VA.V.K - 6  

Identify various careers in the visual arts.

Continued on page 11
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ARTPRIZE & THE EAMES OFFICE 
AT GRAND RAPIDS PUBLIC MUSEUM CONTINUED 
INTEGRATED STANDARDS
MI.S.K-6.04.01.03 

Identify properties of materials, which make them useful. (Key concepts: Useful properties-unbreakable, 

waterproof, light, conducts electricity, conducts heat, attracted to a magnet. Real-world contexts: Appropriate 

selection of materials for a particular use, such as waterproof raincoat, cotton or wool for clothing, glass for 

windows, metal pan to conduct heat, copper wire to conduct electricity.)

MI.LA.4-6.08.04 

Identify and use aspects of the craft of the speaker, writer, and illustrator to formulate and express their ideas 

artistically. Examples include intonation, hues, design, perspective, dialogue, characterization, metaphor, simile, 

and points of view.

MI.T.4-6.04.04.06 

Show/demonstrate the appropriate use of tools, materials, equipment, and processes in a safe manner to 

design a technological solution to a given problem.
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GERALD R. FORD PRESIDENTIAL MUSEUM 303 PEARL ST NW

CONFETTI LANDSCAPE ART QUILTS
Grades 4–7 

9/19/13 

Session One: 9:15AM–10:15AM 

Session Two: 10:45AM–11:45AM 

Session Three 12:15PM–1:15PM 

9/27/13 

Session One (inclusion) 12:15PM–1:15PM  

25 students per session

FEATURED ARTIST
ANN LOVELESS
Ann Loveless is a Northern Michigan quilt artist who captures the beauty of Northern Michigan in her art quilts. 

Ann has a clothing and textile degree with an emphasis in art from Michigan State University. Her subject 

matter includes birch trees, flowers, ferns, sunsets, sparkling water and snow, and many other favorite nature 

scenes. Ann was accepted into the 2008 Michigan Govenor’s artist residency program. She has had 15 quilts 

accepted into national juried quilt shows around the country and has had numerous public and private 

commissions. Ann’s art can be seen in 3 Northern Michigan galleries: State of the Art in Beulah, Gallery Fifty in 

Traverse City and Ward and Eis in Petoskey. http://quiltsbyann.com/

Students will work with quilt artist, Ann Loveless exploring the composition, colors, and textures of landscapes. 

Students will apply that knowledge to the creation of their own unique miniature quilt. Working from 

photographs, students will make 4”x6” confetti landscape art quilts. It will involve cutting, ironing (with adult 

assistance), and gluing fabrics in a mosaic style to create a landscape scene. Quilts can be embellished with 

thread and mounted on 8” x 10” mat board.

MEDIUM 
Paper, fabric, thread

VOCABULARY 
Composition : The way in which the subject matter is arranged within a work of art. 

Landscape: the representation of scenery; that of the natural world or man-made. 

Textiles: cloth or woven fabric. 

Texture: Texture can mean how an object actually feels to our hands or it could be an implied texture, like  

a painting of a silky dress.

Ann Loveless, Sleeping Bear Dune Lakeshore

Continued on page 13
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GERALD R. FORD PRESIDENTIAL MUSEUM CONTINUED

ART STANDARDS
ART.VA.I.K-3  

Compare the use of various materials to communicate ideas and sensory experiences in an artwork.

ART.VA.IV.K-3  

Recognize how the available materials and processes in a particular time or place can influence the art that is 

created.

ART.VA.II.4 - 6  

Synthesize the knowledge of materials, techniques, and processes to create artwork.

ART.VA.III.4 - 6  

Develop a sensitivity and understanding of how personal experiences can influence the development of 

artwork.

ART.VA.V.K - 6  

Explain how visual arts have inherent relationships to everyday life.

INTEGRATED STANDARDS
MI.S.K-6.04.01.01

Classify common objects and substances according to observable attributes: color, size, shape, smell, hard-

ness, texture, flexibility, length, weight, buoyancy, states of matter, or magnetic properties. (Key concepts: 

Texture-rough, smooth. Flexibility-rigid, stiff, firm, flexible, strong. Smell-pleasant, unpleasant. States of matter-

solid, liquid, gas. Magnetic properties-attract, repel, push, pull. Size-large, small, larger, smaller. Buoyancy-sink, 

float. Color-common color words. Shape-circle, square, triangle, rectangle, oval. Weight-heavy, light, heavier, 

lighter. Real-world contexts: Common objects, such as desks, coins, pencils, buildings, snowflakes; common 

substances, including-solids, such as copper, iron, wood, plastic, Styrofoam; liquids, such as water, alcohol, 

milk, juice, gasoline; gases such as air, helium, water vapor.)
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GERALD R. FORD PRESIDENTIAL MUSEUM 303 PEARL ST NW

EYE ILLUSIONS
Grades 4–7 

9/26/13 

Session One: 9:15AM–10:15AM 

Session Two: 10:45AM–11:45AM 

Session Three 12:15PM–1:15PM

10/1/13 

Session One (inclusion) 10:45AM–11:45AM 

Session Two (inclusion) 12:15PM–1:15PM  

25 students per session

FEATURED ARTIST
CHARLOTTE AMBROSE 
Charlotte Ambrose has her Master of Arts in Education from the University of Michigan (’70), and BS in Art 

Education from Wayne State University (’57). She has also studied art at Purdue, Western Michigan, and San 

Francisco Universities as well as Art Institutes in Florida, Colorado, Georgia, Pennsylvania, Illinois, and the 

Savannah College of Art. As a practicing Artist, Charlotte has earned over 150 First Place awards throughout 

the nation, and is a long time member of the Grand Valley Artists Association. An award–winning art educator, 

Charlotte has been recognized by the National Teachers Hall of Fame and has received many national and 

state teaching awards including National Art Educator of the Year (’85) from the National Art Ed Association; 

Michigan Art Educator of the Year (’84) from the Michigan Art Education Association; Teacher of the Year 

(“76) from the Sparta Education Association; Outstanding Secondary Teacher (‘74) from the Michigan Art 

Education Association; and the United Teachers of North Kent Distinguished Service Award (‘74). She was also 

a teacher in space candidate and considered by NASA to illustrate a lift off. Charlotte is currently the producer/ 

host of a GRTV television show featuring her art lessons.

West Michigan artist Charlotte Ambrose will lead students in an exploration of Optical, or Op Art, including the 

illusion of movement, perspective, and the use of color, line, and shape. Students will begin by viewing select 

ArtPrize entries at the Gerald R. Ford Presidential Museum. ArtPrize 2012 graphics and other “op art” images 

will then be provided to help spark student discussion and design. Students will then stretch their imaginations 

by creating their own Eye Illusions with colors that rock our world.

MEDIUM
Colored paper and markers

Space Pioneer’s Tribute

Continued on page 14
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GERALD R. FORD PRESIDENTIAL MUSEUM CONTINUED

VOCABULARY 
Illusion: visual illusions deceive the eye into believing it is seeing something that is different from what is really there. 

Juxtaposition: placing two things side by side, figuratively or literally.

Movement: movement in stationary art is often implied by lines, shape, brushstroke or content. 

Negative space: the space between and around shapes. 

Optical Art or Op Art: a style of abstract art that gives the illusion of movement through patterns, shapes, and colors.

Perspective : a technique used to draw or paint on a two dimensional surface yet give the illusion of  

three dimensions.

Positive Space : the space occupied by the subject in an artwork.

ART STANDARDS
ART.VA.I.K-6  

Compare the use of various materials to communicate ideas and sensory experiences in an artwork.

ART.VA.II.K-3  

Apply materials and techniques to problem solve in the creation of art.

ART.VA.I.4-6  

Participate in the process and delivery of a final product for exhibition or presentation.

ART.VA.II.4 - 6  

Analyze how art conveys ideas to express one’s individuality.

ART.VA.III.4-6  

Validate the effects of visual structures and functions, and reflect upon these effects in personal work.

INTEGRATED STANDARDS
MI.S.K-6.01.01.01 

Generate reasonable questions about the world based on observation. (Key concepts: See Using Scientific 

Knowledge. Real-world contexts: See Using Scientific Knowledge.)

MI.S.K-6.04.01.01 

Classify common objects and substances according to observable attributes: color, size, shape, smell, hardness, 

texture, flexibility, length, weight, buoyancy, states of matter, or magnetic properties. (Key concepts: Texture-

rough, smooth. Flexibility-rigid, stiff, firm, flexible, strong. Smell-pleasant, unpleasant. States of matter-solid, 

liquid, gas. Magnetic properties-attract, repel, push, pull. Size-large, small, larger, smaller. Buoyancy-sink, float. 

Color-common color words. Shape-circle, square, triangle, rectangle, oval. Weight-heavy, light, heavier, lighter. 

Real-world contexts: Common objects, such as desks, coins, pencils, buildings, snowflakes; common 

substances, including-solids, such as copper, iron, wood, plastic, Styrofoam; liquids, such as water, alcohol, milk, 

juice, gasoline; gases such as air, helium, water vapor.)
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GRAND RAPIDS ART MUSEUM 101 MONROE CENTER

LEARNING LANDSCAPES 
Grades K–6

9/23/13  

Session One 9:00AM–10:00AM 

Session Two 11:00AM–12:00PM 

Session Three 12:00PM–1:00PM 

75 students per session

LEARNING STANDARDS
list coming soon…

FEATURED ARTIST
STEPHEN HANNOCK
www.stephenhannock.com

Stephen Hannock is an artist who lives and works in New York. Hannock uses a unique method of layering and 

sanding down paint to create highly realistic landscapes. These large scale landscapes, at first glance, resemble 

the Hudson River School style. However, upon closer inspection, inspirational inscriptions in chalk, small 

photographs and letters can be found just below the painting’s surface. These mixed media elements are 

personal and meaningful to Hannock, often about family and friends. 

In this hands on activity students will work collaboratively to create a mural inspired by Stephen Hannock’s 

Great Falls at Dawn for Xu Bing. Elementary students will work with mixed media including one object brought 

from home or school (ex. copy of photo, newspaper or magazine clipping, book page etc.) If students wish to 

bring copies of a photo, please be aware that they may be displayed in a public setting. This activity will 

develop student’s personal expression, social, and group skills. Select student artwork will be displayed at the 

Grand Rapids Art Museum in an exhibition after ArtPrize.

KEY CONCEPTS:
Collaborative: Working collectively on a shared project. 

Collage: A form of art in which various materials such as photographs and pieces of paper or fabric are 

arranged and fixed to a backing. 

Mixed Media: The use of a variety of media to create a single artwork. 

Mural: A large scale painting, photograph or drawing that is usually applied directly to a wall or ceiling. 

9/25/13  

Session One 9:00AM–10:00AM 

Session Two 11:00AM–12:00PM 

Session Three 12:00PM–1:00PM

Continued on page 15

Stephen Hannock, Great Falls at Dawn for Xu Bing
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GRAND RAPIDS ART MUSEUM CONTINUED

MEDIUM
Polished mixed media on canvas 

CLASSROOM ACTIVITY (QUESTIONS/ACTIONS):
1. What is your favorite memory? Do you have any mementoes of that time?

2. What are some ways you could think of adding memories or inspirations to an artwork? 

3.  Imagine an instance where you have used teamwork to solve a problem. Create a quick sketch  

representing this event. 

ART STANDARDS
ART.VA.I.K-6  

Demonstrate control and safe use of a variety of art tools with environmental awareness.

ART.VA.II.K-3  

Create a composition using the elements of art and principles of design to communicate ideas.

ART.VA.III.K-3  

Select a piece of personal artwork, critique it using art terminology, and make revisions.

ART.VA.II.4 - 6  

Synthesize the knowledge of materials, techniques, and processes to create artwork.

ART.VA.IV.4-6  

Demonstrate how history, culture, and the visual arts interrelate in making and studying works of art

INTEGRATED STANDARDS
MI.LA.K-3.03.03 

Read and write with developing fluency, speak confidently, listen and interact appropriately, view strategically, 

and represent creatively. Examples include sharing texts in groups and using an author’s/reader’s chair.

MI.LA.4-6.03.03 

Read and write fluently, speak confidently, listen and interact appropriately, view knowledgeably, and represent 

creatively. Examples include exploring ideas in a group, interviewing family and friends, and explaining ideas 

represented in pictures.

MI.SS.K-3.03.04.02 

Describe fair ways for groups to make decisions.

MI.CE.K-12.07.07 

STANDARD: All students will work cooperatively with people of diverse backgrounds and abilities and will 

contribute to a group process with ideas, suggestions, and efforts.
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GRAND RAPIDS PUBLIC LIBRARY 111 LIBRARY ST NE

WORDS FROM EVERYDAY LIFE-UPCYCLING: CREATING BEAUTIFUL THINGS WITH STUFF YOU ALREADY HAVE
Grades K – 6

9/24/13 

Session One 9:00AM–9:45AM 

Session Two 10:00AM–10:45AM 

Session Three 11:00AM–11:45AM 

Session Four 12:00PM–12:45PM 

25 students per session

FEATURED AUTHOR
DANNY SEO
Using the book, Upcycling: Creating Beautiful Things with Stuff You Already Have by Danny Seo, students will 

experience 3–D art as they create pieces based on what they hear from poems, raps, and songs. They will 

explore the meaning that is being expressed in the literary works through random everyday objects. A variety 

of objects will be provided for the students to create sculptures while interpreting literary devices that will be 

spoken to them. Shel Silverstein’s “Homework Machine” and the accompanying illustration are a great example 

of how students can use their imagination to visually represent a fun poem.

KEY CONCEPTS
This program will use upcycling to create art while experiencing the written word, combining multiple forms of 

art and expression.

VOCABULARY
Upcycling: the process of converting waste materials or useless products into new material or products of 

better quality or for better environmental value. 

Prose: written or spoken language in its ordinary form, without metrical structure. 

Poetry: literary work in which special intensity is given to the expression of feelings and ideas by the use of 

distinctive style and rhythm. 

Metaphor: a thing regarded as representative or symbolic of something else. 

Simile: a figure of speech involving the comparison of one thing with another thing of a different kind. 

Alliteration: the occurrence of the same letter or sound at the beginning of adjacent or closely connected words 

Onomatopoeia: the new formation of a word from a sound associated with what is named. 

Danny Seo, UpCycling: Creating 
Beautiful Things with Stuff You 
Already Have

Continued on page 19

9/25/13 

Session One 9:00AM–9:45AM 

Session Two 10:00AM–10:45AM 

Session Three 11:00AM–11:45AM 

Session Four 12:00PM–12:45PM 

25 students per session

9/26/13 

Session One 9:00AM–9:45AM 

Session Two 10:00AM–10:45AM 

Session Three 11:00AM–11:45AM 

Session Four 12:00PM–12:45PM 

25 students per session
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GRAND RAPIDS PUBLIC LIBRARY CONTINUED

CLASSROOM ACTIVITY
•What kind of everyday objects could you use to create a sculpture?

•How are art and poetry the same? How are they different? 

• Read a passage from a book or a poem aloud. Discuss how it makes the child feel. Have them creatively 

express those feelings.

ART STANDARDS
ART.M.V.K-3  

Discuss the various rationales for using music in daily experiences.

ART.VA.I.K-3  

Compare the use of various materials to communicate ideas and sensory experiences in an artwork.

ART.M.III.4-6  

Explain, using music vocabulary, personal aesthetic response to music.

ART.M.V.4-6  

Observe and identify cross-curricular connections.

ART.VA.II.4-6  

Analyze how art conveys ideas to express one’s individuality.

INTEGRATED STANDARDS
MI.CE.K-6.06.06.11 

Work cooperatively with classmates in teams in simulated work activities.

MI.CE.K-6.07.07.04 

Share tasks necessary to complete a team project.

MI.LA.4-6.04.01 

Describe language patterns used in their spoken, written, and visual communication contexts, such as school, 

neighborhood, sports, children’s periodicals, and hobbies.
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GRAND RAPIDS PUBLIC MUSEUM 272 PEARL ST NW

ART THROUGH EVERYDAY OBJECTS-EARTH GIANT
Grades K–5

9/26/13 

Session One: 9:30AM–10:30AM 

Session Two: 10:30AM–11:30AM 

Session Three: 12:30PM–1:30PM 

Session Four: 1:30PM–2:30PM 

60 students per session

Students will begin the program with a tour of the three featured artworks located outside of the 

building.  After the tour, students will be brought into the Museum to hear from one of our featured artists on 

making art out of everyday objects.  Learn what inspired them and how they chose the items they did to 

create their pieces of artwork.

 FEATURED ARTIST
BEN GAZSI

MEDIUM
Sculpture, natural materials

DESCRIPTION OF WORK
This is an Earth Giant created from natural materials, mostly found in the forest. The Earth Giant sculpture form 

is built from wild grape vines, moss, twigs, and other natural elements.

ARTIST BIO
Ben Gazsi is a senior undergrad at West Virginia University, studying sculpture. He started his college career 

attending architecture school but quickly found it was not the right path for what he wanted to accomplish. 

After a break from school, he found that art was what he was made to do. Since starting in the sculpture 

program at WVU, he found his aesthetic niche in environmental and public sculpture. He describes “I find that 

using natural materials brings me closer to the outdoors and what I love, and presenting the sculpture in public 

locations allows me to interact with people who might otherwise not see much art at all. For me this 

interaction with the public is the most rewarding aspect of being an artist.”

9/27/13 

Session One: 9:30AM–10:30AM 

Session Two: 10:30AM–11:30AM 

Session Three: 12:30PM–1:30PM 

Session Four: 1:30PM–2:30PM 

60 students per session

Ben Gazsi, Earth Giant
Continued on page 21
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GRAND RAPIDS PUBLIC MUSEUM-EARTH GIANT  CONTINUED

PROGRAM DISCUSSION
Students will observe the piece by Ben Gazsi and analyze the process of creating an earth sculpture. Students 

will also discuss the sculpture and share what they like or dislike about the subject matter.

CLASSROOM ACTIVITY
•  Have students research other artists and artwork created by earthen materials. Ask them to share with other 

students why they chose the work they did.

• Have students create their own original work using natural materials.

ART STANDARDS
ART.VA.I.K-3  

Identify and experiment with materials to communicate ideas related to the student’s world.

ART.VA.II.4 - 6  

Synthesize the use of a variety of materials, techniques, and processes to problem solve in the creation of art.

ART.M.I.K - 3  

Perform music with a variety of expressive qualities, articulation, and tempo.

ART.M.II.K - 6  

Use a variety of traditional and non-traditional sound sources and electronic media when composing, 

arranging, and improvising.

ART.VA.II.K - 6  

Synthesize knowledge of elements of art and principles of design to creatively communicate ideas.

INTEGRATED STANDARDS
MI.S.K-6.05.01.02 

Recognize and describe different types of earth materials. (Key concepts: Materials-sand, cay, silt, soil, rock, 

minerals. Origins-molten rock, river beds, natural vs. manufactured. Tools: Hand lens. Real-world contexts: 

Samples of earth materials, such as rocks, sand, soil, ores.)

MI.S.K-6.05.01.06 

Demonstrate means to recycle manufactured materials and a disposition toward recycling. (Key concepts: 

Recyclable materials-paper, metal, glass, plastic. Anti-pollution activities-reduce, reuse, recycle. Real-world 

contexts: Collections of recyclable materials, pans for recycling at home and school.)
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GRAND RAPIDS PUBLIC MUSEUM 272 PEARL ST NW

ART THROUGH EVERYDAY OBJECTS-KINDER BELLS

FEATURED ARTIST
TOM KAUFMAN

MEDIUM
Sculpture, recycled oxygen tanks

DESCRIPTION OF WORK
Kinder Bells is a set of eight bells tuned to a C Major diatonic scale. The brightly colored bells are made from 

the tops of recycled industrial oxygen tanks, and can be played with a mallet or by slapping the bells with  

your hand. 

ARTIST BIO
Tom Kaufmann is an entertainer, wire sculptor, instrument builder and music educator. He has entertained 

audiences in Northwest Lower Michigan for thirty years, and has performed regularly at the Top of the Park 

Place Hotel since 2001. Tom is the owner of Tinkertunes Music Studios, providing programs dedicated to the 

promotion of early childhood music education. His Traveling Musical Instrument Petting Zoo is a hands-on 

learning experience that has delighted thousands of students of all ages, in schools, libraries, and museums. 

Recently, his creative efforts have focused on the construction of a series of unusual outdoor musical 

instruments like his lithophones and friction harp. His sound sculptures are featured at the Children’s Garden at 

the Charlevoix Public Library, at the Garoon Gateway to Science in Lake Zurich, Illinois, and Petoskey’s Central 

Elementary School. In 2009 he completed the Earth Tones Musical Garden at Raven Hill Discovery Center in 

East Jordan, Michigan.

PROGRAM DISCUSSION
Students will be asked to play Tom Kaufman’s Kinder Bells with different objects, including their hands, and 

see how the sound and tones change. Does hitting the objects with a hard instrument create a different sound 

than with their hands. Students will then be asked to discuss the sounds they are hearing and discuss the 

correlations between art and music.

CLASSROOM ACTIVITY
•  Have students create homemade instruments that can be played individually or as an ensemble. Each 

instrument should be made of found objects and convey a connection with art and aesthetics.

Tom Kaufman, Kinder Bells
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GRAND RAPIDS PUBLIC MUSEUM 272 PEARL ST NW

ART THROUGH EVERYDAY OBJECTS-GOOMYLAND MINI GOLF

FEATURED ARTIST
DONALD VAN AUKEN

MEDIUM
Panel, paint and mixed media

DESCRIPTION OF WORK
Goomyland Mini Golf is an interactive sculptural piece that is part installation, part viewer activity and all fun. 

While the ball remains the same, virtually everything else is eschewed in this interactive artwork. The ideas 

presented challenge players’ senses as much as their games. Viewers will have the opportunity to play a part 

of, and be immersed in this artwork. This piece includes three holes that one must navigate through a series of 

mis-directions, sound and motion, through a character driven environment. This work is meant to inspire 

wonder and challenge one’s position pertaining to the relationship between artist, artwork and viewer.

ARTIST BIO
Originally from Michigan, Donald W. Van Auken has created a world based upon a circus in his head, a 

grouping of characters that manifest themselves in dreams and continuously appear in thoughts and drawings. 

These characters are an exultation of whimsy, parody, and beauty. As a child he began to construct a world of 

cardboard, pencils, action figures, clay and scotch tape. Today, this world is composed of characters that 

possess a theatrical quality, based on the narrative tradition developed in cartoons and comic books. Van 

Auken’s work references a stage-like setting where iconography and cartoon imagery substitute for props and 

actors. However, the stage is intangible and the dialogue is presented to the viewer in a constant state of flux. 

As an art educator Donald W. Van Auken has taught for two years in public schools, served as the Director of 

Education at a small Mid western art museum in Battle Creek, Michigan, and as an Assistant Professor in Art at 

Ohio University where he received his M.F.A. in Painting.

Continued on page 24

Donald Van Auken, Goomyland Mini Golf
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GRAND RAPIDS PUBLIC MUSEUM-GOOMYLAND MINI GOLF   CONTINUED

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Students will be asked to discuss the relationship between artwork and the viewer as they play the course/ 

installation. Does the work meet the expectation of the artist as an opportunity to inspire, wonder and 

challenge the viewer and become part of the art?

After their tour of all three sculptures, Elementary students will listen to a presentation by artist Tom Kaufman 

as he talks about his inspiration and the history behind his submission, Kinder Bells.

CLASSROOM ACTIVITY
•  Have students create their own mini-golf courses while creating an original piece of artwork. This can be 

done in small groups or as a whole class.
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GRAND VALLEY STATE UNIVERSITY 400 W. FULTON STREET

WHISPERING POETRY
Grades 3–6

10/3/13 

Session Two (inclusion) 11:00AM–12:00PM 

50 students per session.

Students will illustrate a poem on a mailing tube to create a Whispering Poetry tube. Reading a poem through 

a whisper tube affords the reader and listener to have an intimate poetry experience even on a busy city street. 

Whispering Poetry harkens back to the French renaissance tradition, “souffleurs du poeme”, the practice of 

reading poems softly in a quiet place, especially to a loved one. Many Whispering Poetry tubes reflect the 

images referenced by a poem or poems of the makers liking.

In this workshop students will participate in poetry reading demonstration during which they will be given tips 

on how to read a poem. Students will then select a poem from several provided by Grand Valley State 

University. Next, each will be given a 3 foot by 2.5 inch tube along with materials he or she can use to visually 

illustrate the written images presented in a poem on a Whispering Poetry tube. Students will also be given the 

opportunity to read poems through the tubes to each other. Through this exercise students will begin to 

recognize that many words immediately conjure a visual image in our minds. In addition they can start to 

understand the relationship of poetic rhyme, rhythm, and meter with the concepts of lines, color and pattern in 

the visual arts.

VOCABULARY
Poetry: A piece of writing in which the words are chosen for their sound and the images they suggest not just 

for their obvious meaning. The words are arranged in separate lines usually with a repeated rhythm. 

Illustrate: 1.) to use pictures, photographs, diagrams in a book  

 2.) to make meaning of something clearer by using examples, pictures, etc

CLASSROOM ACTIVITY
Teachers could prepare students by introducing poetry to the students prior to the visit. Gregory Webster has 

posted a short piece “Poetry is Not a Four Letter word” about exciting his fourth grade students about poetry 

on his Edutopia blog on July 5, 2013: www.edutopia.org/blog/poem-not-a-4-letter-word-gregory-webster 

Read several poems aloud to your students. We recommend Roald Dahl’s, Cinderella, selections from Shel 

Silverstein’s, A Crack in the Sidewalk or one of poems from Robert Lewis Stevenson’s A Child’s Book of Verse. 

Prior to reading the poems, explain that poets use words that suggest visual images rather than for their exact 

meaning. Ask your students to think about the visual images the poems inspire as you read to them. Give the 

students drawing paper. Read the poems to the students a second time. This time ask the students to draw the 

images he or she feels are suggested by the poems.

Nicole Fritch and collaborators, Whispering Poetry Tubes 

10/4/13 

Session Two (inclusion) 11:00AM–12:00PM 

50 students per session.

Continued on page 26
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GRAND VALLEY STATE UNIVERSITY CONTINUED

ART STANDARDS
ART.VA.I.K-3  

Compare the use of various materials to communicate ideas and sensory experiences in an artwork.

ART.VA.III.K-3  

Examine how art expresses cultural traditions.

ART.VA.II.4 - 6  

Select and use subject matter, symbols, and ideas to communicate meaning.

ART.VA.III.4-6  

Develop a sensitivity and understanding of how personal experiences can influence the development of 

artwork.

ART.VA.IV.4-6  

Compare and contrast works of art as belonging to particular cultures, times, and places.

INTEGRATED STANDARDS
MI.LA.K-3.03.01 

Integrate listening, speaking, viewing, reading, and writing skills for multiple purposes and in varied contexts. 

Examples include using more than one of the language arts to create a story, write a poem or letter, or to 

prepare and present a unit project on their community.

MI.LA.4-6.08.02 

Identify and use elements of various narrative genre and story elements to convey ideas and perspectives. 

Examples include theme, plot, conflict, and characterization in poetry, drama, story telling, historical fiction, 

mystery, and fantasy.
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KENDALL COLLEGE OF ART AND DESIGN 
OF FERRIS STATE UNIVERSITY 17 PEARL ST NW & 17 FOUNTAIN ST NW

BE BRILLIANT!

FEATURED ARTIST
JONATHAN BRILLIANT
http://jonathanbrilliant.com/ 

Kendall’s Art Education program will be featuring Jonathan Brilliant for this year’s ArtPrize education series.

Students will meet the artist and hear Jonathan Brilliant’s view of public art by discussing his installation 

pieces “Fields of Fortune”. This engaging exploration will include the creation of an installation piece that 

continues to grow throughout ArtPrize. The students will examine different kinds of contemporary art through 

guided activities considering ArtPrize entries at the Kendall Federal Building.

Grades K–3

9/18/13  

Session One (inclusion) 10:30AM–11:15PM 

Session Two (inclusion) 1:30PM–2:15PM

9/20/13  

Session One (inclusion) 10:30AM–11:15PM 

Session Two (inclusion) 1:30PM–2:15PM 

30 students per session 

9/18/13 

Session One (inclusion) 9:30AM–10:15AM 

Session Two (inclusion) 12:30PM – 1:15PM

9/20/13 

Session One (inclusion) 9:30AM–10:15AM 

Session Two (inclusion) 12:30PM – 1:15PM 

30 students per session 

Grades 4–12

9/17/13 

Session One (inclusion) 9:30AM–10:15AM 

Session Two (inclusion) 12:30PM – 1:15PM 

Session Three (inclusion) 1:30PM–2:15PM 

9/19/13 

Session One (inclusion) 9:30AM–10:15AM 

Session Two (inclusion) 12:30PM – 1:15PM 

Session Three (inclusion) 1:30PM–2:15PM

Jonathan Brilliant, Campaign of Good Fortune

Continued on page 28
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KENDALL COLLEGE OF ART AND DESIGN 
OF FERRIS STATE UNIVERSITY  CONTINUED

KEY CONCEPTS
Students will use their own words of gratitude to create a curtain of paper and string that will continue to 

grow throughout ArtPrize.

VOCABULARY
Contemporary Art: Art that has been created since around 1970 and is being created now. 

Public Art: Art of any media that has been planned and executed with the intention of being displayed in a 

public domain, like a park or sidewalk. 

Installation: An artistic genre of work that is often site specific and partially 3D that is designed to transform 

the perception of a specific space. 

OUTCOME STATEMENT 
In this lesson, students are introduced to some of the major categories of contemporary art. Jonathan Brilliant, 

a well-known international artist, will lead discussion with examples of his work. Students will apply one of the 

concepts behind Brilliant’s Field of Good Fortune series to their own piece, which will be a part of an 

installation displayed at KCAD. This lesson is important because it offers a framework to study the aesthetics 

and concepts of contemporary art and provides an opportunity for students to meet a professional artist and 

discuss their ideas as they personally engage with the themes of public art and gratitude. 

OBJECTIVES
Through instruction the learner will be able to: 

1.  Converse with artist Jonathan Brilliant about public art and art making while also learning and using correct 

vocabulary and terminology.

2.  Use visual cues and artist statements to classify and understand a work of art and identify the artist’s intent.

3.  Analyze and evaluate the artist’s use of materials, elements, and organizational principles to support artistic intent.

4.  Personally interpret Brilliant’s theme of good fortune to create a statement of their personal good fortune 

and share it in a public exhibition at KCAD.

5.  Understand the health benefits for both body and mind when they are able to contemplate life with gratitude.

6. Consider democracy and the rights and responsibilities that we have in regards to public art.

MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCES
Visual: Analyzing physical works of art 

Kinesthetic: Opening and eating the fortune cookie, exploring galleries to find artwork, folding a piece of 

paper and writing a good fortune statement 

Linguistic: Brilliant’s presentation, written responses to questions, writing good fortune statements 

Logical: developing written questions to help aid in the analysis of art

LEARNING STYLES
Concrete Sequentia: discussion with Brilliant about the concepts of contemporary art, displayed examples of 

artwork, response and discussion of written questions  

Abstract Random: fortune cookies, independent search through galleries

Continued on page 29
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KENDALL COLLEGE OF ART AND DESIGN 
OF FERRIS STATE UNIVERSITY  CONTINUED

MATERIALS
Jonathan Brilliant and Field of Good Fortune installation 

Artwork at Woodbridge N. Ferris Building 

Frame to hang messages of good fortune 

String 

Paper 

Silver pens 

Worksheets

CONCEPTS AND VOCABULARY
Conceptual Art 

Abstract 

Non-representational 

Installation Artwork  

Visual Culture 

Photo Realism 

21st Century Folk Art

ANTICIPATORY SET
Students walk up to an installation piece in the Kendall atrium that they will add their gratitude statements. 

This “shower” of gratitude will invoke curiosity for the students and engage them into a discussion with 

Jonathan Brilliant.

PROCEDURE:
The lesson begins with Jonathan Brilliant presenting the concepts behind his work, specifically the ideas 

behind the Field of Good Fortune installation. Conceptual art, installations and public art, and visual culture are 

discussed. Democracy will be discussed considering both our rights and responsibilities for public art.

Examples of abstract, non-representation, and realism are shown and their characteristics discussed. Each 

student receives a fortune cookie taking one from a bowl or black hat. Inside each cookie is the name of a 

work of art they are to find in the Woodbridge N. Ferris Building. Students are then given questions to 

consider as they explore and analyze the work. The students use visual cues and the artist statements to 

decide what category the work the fits best. Students are also asked to analyze and evaluate the artist’s use of 

materials, elements, and organizational principles to support artistic intent and consider other creative 

solutions. The questions springboard from the concepts of each particular work.

Joining again as a group, the students very briefly discuss their findings. With Brilliant or Kendall faculty, the 

students analyze the topic of personal good fortune, the concept behind Brilliant’s installation. The discussion 

will lead to the health benefits, (both physical and mental), when we contemplate life with gratitude. Each 

student writes down one thing they recognize as good fortune in their life and add it to part of an installation 

piece to be displayed at Kendall.

CLOSURE QUESTIONS:
What makes a work of art an installation? 

What is public art and who should make the decisions about the art and its location? 

How is abstract art different from non-representational? 

Give an example of non-objective art that you can see right now. 

What is gratitude and why is it important in a healthy life?

Continued on page 30
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KENDALL COLLEGE OF ART AND DESIGN 
OF FERRIS STATE UNIVERSITY  CONTINUED 

ART STANDARDS
MI.A.K-6.01.23.VA 

Use visual characteristics and organizational principles of art to communicate ideas

MI.A.K-12.02 STANDARD  

All students will apply skills and knowledge to create art

MI.A.K-6.02.17.VA 

Apply knowledge of materials, techniques, and processes to create artwork

MI.A.10-12.02.23.VA 

Demonstrate an improved ability to integrate structures, characteristics and principles to accomplish 

commercial, personal, communal, and/or other purposes of art

INTEGRATED STANDARDS
MI.MA.K-12.01.01 

Students recognize similarities and generalize patterns, use patterns to create models and make predictions, describe 

the nature of patterns and relationships, and construct representations of mathematical relationships. (Patterns)

MI.MA.K-6.01.01.04 

Explore various types of numeric and geometric patterns (repeating, growing, shrinking).

MI.MA.K-6.01.01.05 

Apply their experiences with patterns to help solve problems and explore new content.
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ST. CECILIA MUSIC CENTER 24 RANSOM AVE NE

CAN YOU THINK IT? CAN YOU DREAM IT?
Grades K – 5

9/20/2013 

Session One 9:30 AM–10:15 AM 

Session Two 10:45 AM–11:30 AM 

400 students per session

FEATURED ARTIST
KEVIN KAMMERAAD 
www.kevinkammeraad.com 

What is art? Featuring puppetry, poetry, music, and movement, this program will have audiences singing, 

dancing, laughing, and dreaming up all sorts of ideas! It’s a presentation designed to ignite the audience’s 

creativity and intrigue them to create and write on their own! Each show is a new adventure as Kevin leads the 

audience through many ideas, poems, and songs in which each one is expanded with new twists and 

possibilities! For more information on this program, please visit http://kevinkammeraad.weebly.com/can–you–

think–it–can–you–dream–it.html

MEDIUM
Creative thinking though poetry, puppetry, music, and more

KEY CONCEPTS
Everyone has valuable ideas to share and express. Creativity is in everyone, and there are many ways to be creative.

CLASSROOM ACTIVITY
• Students will leave the presentation with the creativity workbook ”Can You Think It?” to continue exploring 

their imagination.

Kevin Kammeraad

Continued on page 32
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ST. CECILIA MUSIC CENTER CONTINUED

ART STANDARDS
ART.D.II.K-3  

Create a dance study by improvising movement using props, music, and poetry.

ART.M.III.K-3  

Use music vocabulary to express personal reactions for musical works and styles.

ART.M.III.4-6  

Explain, using music vocabulary, personal aesthetic response to music.

ART.D.II.4-6  

Improvise, create, and perform dances based on their own ideas and concepts from other sources.

ART.T.III.4-6  

Question emotions and thoughts evoked by performances.

INTEGRATED STANDARDS
MI.LA.K-3.03.03 

Read and write with developing fluency, speak confidently, listen and interact appropriately, view strategically, 

and represent creatively. Examples include sharing texts in groups and using an author’s/reader’s chair.

MI.LA.4-6.03.03 

Read and write fluently, speak confidently, listen and interact appropriately, view knowledgeably, and 

represent creatively. Examples include exploring ideas in a group, interviewing family and friends, and 

explaining ideas represented in pictures.

MI.SS.K-3.03.04.02 

Describe fair ways for groups to make decisions.

MI.CE.K-12.07.07 

STANDARD: All students will work cooperatively with people of diverse backgrounds and abilities and will 

contribute to a group process with ideas, suggestions, and efforts.
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URBAN INSTITUTE FOR CONTEMPORARY ARTS (UICA) 2 FULTON STREET W

PLAY
Grades K–6th

9/24/13 

10:00AM–11:30AM

10/1/13 

10:00AM–11:30AM 

80 students per session

FEATURED ARTIST
SHEA HADDAD
UICA’s exhibition, PLAY, features work that focuses on two varieties of playing; active play which features 

audience participation and manipulation, and imaginative play. The ArtPrize Education Days program will focus 

on exploring the use of multiples in contemporary art.

After a brief welcome, each school group will be divided in half with one group touring while the other 

participates in a hands on activity in the lower level clay studio. Each group will have a chance to tour and 

create art in the studio.

The tour will feature trained staff and docents guiding students and chaperones through three floors of gallery 

space. Each tour will vary according to the interest of the group, but will see at least two pieces that explore 

the concept of multiples. 

Explore the work of local artist Shea Haddad by creating a pinch pot installation to be displayed throughout 

ArtPrize. Haddad will be in the studio to discuss her installation process and assist students in creating clay 

pinch pots. The pots will be assembled into an installation, which will grow and change as each pot is added. 

Students are encouraged to visit the UICA post-ArtPrize to pick up their pot.

CLASSROOM ACTIVITY
•Participating teachers will be given a packet that includes a post classroom activity during the program. 

9/25/13 

10:00AM–11:30AM

10/2/13 

10:00AM–11:30AM

Shea Haddad, Fluidity

Continued on page 34
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URBAN INSTITUTE FOR CONTEMPORARY ARTS (UICA) CONTINUED

ART STANDARDS
ART.VA.I.K-6  

Compare the use of various materials to communicate ideas and sensory experiences in an artwork.

ART.VA.III.K-6  

Compare the elements of art used in personal artwork.

ART.VA.I.K-6  

Use art materials and tools safely and responsibly with environmental awareness.

ART.VA.II.5.1  

Synthesize the knowledge of materials, techniques, and processes to create artwork.

ART.VA.III.5.1  

Validate the effects of visual structures and functions, and reflect upon these effects in personal work.

INTEGRATED STANDARDS
MI.LA.K-3.12.03  

Discuss choices in reading, writing, speaking, listening, viewing, and representing that reflect aesthetic 

qualities, such as rhyme, rhythm of the language, or repetition.

MI.MA.K-6.01.01.02  

Represent and record patterns and relationships in a variety of ways including tables, charts and pictures.
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ARTPRIZE VOCABULARY
THERE ARE THREE BASIC CATEGORIES OF VISUAL ART:
Realistic: In realistic art, the art looks real. For example, a painting of a flower looks like a real flower; a 

sculpture of a person looks like a real person; a drawing of a cat looks like a real cat, and so on. Easy. 

Abstract: When an artwork is abstract, the artist starts with a real idea or object and changes or distorts it. 

Pablo Picasso created some of the most famous abstract artwork. We might recognize a female figure, but we 

would hope to never see a woman who looks like his creations in real life as her eyes might not be in the right 

place, her features are too angular, and her body is twisted in a way that impossible for human bodies to twist. 

Non-representational: This big word is actually fairly simple. If we break it down, “Non” and “represent” are 

the important parts. The artist does not represent anything from reality in his/her work. These works focus on 

line, shape, color, texture, and technique. If you do not recognize any plants, animals, people, buildings, etc in 

an artwork, it is likely nonrepresentational.

WHEN VIEWING AN ARTWORK IN DETAIL, WE CAN NOTICE THE FORMAL ELEMENTS. HERE ARE A FEW:
Composition: The way in which the subject matter is arranged within a work of art.

Balance: Balance refers to how the visual weight of the composition is distributed. Symmetrical artworks are 

mirror images, this can be between the left and right, the top and bottom, diagonally or any other way. 

Asymmetrical artworks are balanced by a variety of shapes and sizes within the composition. For example, a 

painting may contain a large giraffe on the left side of the canvas and twenty small rabbits on the right. They 

are not symmetrically balanced because they are not mirror images, but they are asymmetrically balanced 

because the combination of one large thing versus many small things creates a sense of harmony or balance.

Media: The stuff that an artwork is made out of is called media. Some examples are: paint, canvas, metal, wood, 

stone, paper and cloth. This could also be called material or medium (singular form).

Technique: Technique refers to how the artwork was created. It could also refer to a specific style within each 

artwork. Some common techniques are: painting, casting, carving, smelting, burnishing and knitting. 

Texture: Texture can mean how an object actually feels to our hands (but remember don’t touch the artwork 

unless the artist says it’s OK!), it could be an implied texture, like a painting of a silky dress. Some textures are 

rough, smooth, silky or soft. 

Color: Artists use color to set a mood or to symbolize emotions. Warm colors are reds, yellows, oranges and 

yellowy-greens. Cool colors are blues, violets, grays and bluish-greens. Dark colors may suggest night time or a 

sense of foreboding while red colors may symbolize passion, love or violence. 

Scale: Scale refers to the size of the piece in relation to the size of the real thing it depicts, or the size of the 

piece in general. Some words associated with scale are: small, large, larger than life, true to scale and 

proportionate. By manipulating scale, artists change the meanings of the object depicted. 

Musical and performance art: Some vocabulary words include, rhythm, the measured movement or flow; beat, 

the repeated pulse of sound; and tempo, the speed or pace of a given piece.
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IN THE SPACE BELOW, PLEASE DRAW YOUR FAVORITE PIECE OR YOUR FAVORITE PART OF A PIECE.

WHY IS THIS YOUR FAVORITE PIECE?

 WHAT DO YOU LIKE BEST ABOUT IT?
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ARTPRIZE MAD LIB

Today, we visited ArtPrize. We were so                                                                      

 adjective

to see the                                  and                                 created by artists from 

 art media (plural) art media (plural)

                                       . My favorite venue was the                                             , 
 place ArtPrize venue

where we saw a(n)                                        display of                                           . 
 adjective  noun

I                                   when I saw the artist creating a(n)                                       . 
  verb ending with –ed noun

The artist                                                                     paint on the                           

 adverb verb ending with -ed noun

as they created the piece. Then we walked to the                                         

 ArtPrize venue

where we                          while a number of people carved                                 
 verb ending with -ed noun (plural)

out of                                 . I never knew you could carve                                      
 noun  noun (plural)

with a                                                           ! I sure learned a lot at ArtPrize 2013! 
 noun


